Abstract-The problem of estimating the states of multiple processes with constant but unknown parameters influencing the measurements in the form of addition is investigated. The classical approach to this problem is to augment the state vector to include the states of all the processes and the parameters, and then implement an augmented state Kalman filter (ASKF). In this paper, we provide a novel decoupled Kalman filtering that is implemented by taking each individual process as a basic unit. The decoupled Kalman filtering first estimates the states of one process and the parameters in each single-process Kalman filtering branch. The parameter estimate is then refined by fusing across all the single-process Kalman filtering branches. Finally, the refined parameter estimate is fed back to each single-process Kalman filtering branch to improve the state estimation. We prove that the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering is exactly equivalent to the ASKF under a usual initial condition. Numerical examples also demonstrate the equivalence.
I. INTRODUCTION
OINT state and parameter estimation is an important problem that appears in many applications [1] - [5] . The state evolves over time in the form of a certain equation that describes the dynamics of a process or a system, while the parameter usually refers to a refers to a time-invariant quantity. In the general state estimation problem, unknown parameters may involve in the state equation (also called the dynamic equation) or/and measurement equation due to the incomplete knowledge of the process and the measurement. In this case, joint state and parameter estimation is utilized to solve the problem [6] - [11] .
In this paper, we focus on a subclass of the joint state and parameter estimation problem where the unknown parameters only influence the measurements in the form of addition. This kind of additive parameters widely exists in the sensors. It may behave as the sensor bias. These unknown parameters would influence the quality of the state estimation. Especially in the multisensor system [12] - [16] , the quality of information fusion may deteriorate dramatically.
In the considered problem, it is worthy to note that there is no cross term between the states and parameters. This feature guarantees that no additional nonlinearity is introduced when the states and parameters are jointly estimated. It alleviates the challenge caused by the high nonlinearity that attracts the major attention in a lot of literature [17] - [22] . Thus, the considered problem constitutes a special class of the joint state and parameter estimation problem.
To handle the problem, the classical approach is to augment the state vector to include the multi-process states and the parameters, and then implement an augmented state Kalman filter (ASKF) [23] - [26] . As no additional nonlinearity is introduced in the augmented-state model, the ASKF approach is the optimal solution in term of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion when the model is linear with the states and parameters. In the case of nonlinear model, it is expected that the ASKF approach 1 is still quasi-optimal. Nevertheless, the implementation of the ASKF faces some problems in practice. First, the dimension of the augmented state becomes very high when there are many processes. It may bring the computational problem. Second, various processes may start and end at different time. It leads to the frequent change of the augmented-state vector, which is not convenient for implementation.
Two approximately decoupled methods of the ASKF are proposed in [26] by simplifying the cross-correlation between the processes' states and parameters. The first method named macro filter has nearly optimal performance but still has a relatively complex structure. The second method directly ignores the above-mentioned cross-correlation and deals with each process separately. It is computationally efficient but with certain performance degradation.
A two-stage approach of the ASKF is proposed in [27] and generalized in [28] - [30] in the context of bias treatment by formulating the original ASKF into two parallel, reduced-order filters. First, it does bias-ignorant estimation for the multi-target states as if there is no bias. Then biases are obtained from the bias-ignorant estimates. The corrected target states are obtained as a linear combination of the bias-ignorant estimates and the bias estimates. This two-stage approach could be equivalent to the ASKF. However, its structure is relatively complex with regard to the multi-target case. When the target number changes, the filter may need to be adjusted frequently and substantially.
In this paper, our objective is to find a decoupled method that is equivalent to the ASKF and also has a clear and flexible structure. To this end, we decouple the ASKF by taking each individual process as a basic unit. First, the states of one process and the parameters are jointly estimated in each single-process Kalman filtering branch. The parameter estimate is then refined by fusing across all the single-process Kalman filtering branches. Finally, the refined parameter estimate is fed back to each single-process Kalman filtering branch to improve the state estimation. This novel decoupled Kalman filtering can readily handle the case with a dynamic change of the number of processes. Moreover, we prove that the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering is exactly equivalent to the ASKF under a usual initial condition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model, the ASKF, and the decoupled Kalman filtering. Section III proves the equivalence between the decoupled Kalman filtering and the ASKF. Several points about the proof and the extended cases are discussed in Section IV. Numerical examples are presented in Section V to demonstrate the proved equivalence intuitively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Notations
The following notations are used in this paper. ( 1),
augmented state including the states of all the processes and the parameters
augmented measurement including the measurements of all the processes ( 1),
n n    P P P P covariance matrices in the ASKF ( ) n k x augmented state including the states of the nth process and the parameters ( ), 
is the state transition matrix. The process noise t ( ) n k v is assumed to be a zero-mean white Gaussian noise with
. 0 is the all-zero column vector with corresponding size.   E  denotes the statistical expectation, and superscript "T" denotes the transpose. The process noises of different processes are assumed to be statistically independent, namely
O is the all-zero matrix with corresponding size. It is assumed that both the states and parameters are observable. Besides, for description brevity, the time mark in the t ( )
, and ( 1) n k  R would be omitted in the case of no ambiguity.
C. ASKF
In the ASKF, the augmented state stacks the states of all the processes and the parameters into a single vector, denoted by
. The state equation of the augmented state x is expressed as 
Likewise, stacking the measurements of all the processes into a single vector, denoted by
, the augmented measurement equation can be expressed as
. Given the augmented state and measurement models in (4) and (5), the ASKF can be expressed as follows
( 1) ( 1) ( 1).
Note that superscript "*" has used to denote the estimate and covariance matrix of the ASKF. For description brevity, the time mark ( 1| 1) k k   is usually omitted in the following text, e.g.
in the covariance matrix is replaced by a transverse line on the top of the symbol, e.g.
D. Decoupled Kalman Filtering
Instead of processing the states of all the processes and the parameters together as in the ASKF, a decoupled Kalman filtering that deals with each process separately is provided herein. The block diagram of the decoupled Kalman filtering is presented in Fig. 1 . For each process, a single-process Kalman filtering branch is assigned. There are three main modules, namely the augmented state estimation, parameter information fusion, and augmented state update. First, the augmented state estimation is conducted for each single-process Kalman filtering branch. The parameter estimates of all the single-process Kalman filtering branches are fused in the module of the parameter information fusion. The fused parameter estimate is then fed back to each single-process Kalman filtering branch to refine the state estimation.
The augmented state herein is different from that of the ASKF. It is only constructed by the states of a single process and the parameters. Let T
T T t [ , ]
n n   x x δ be the augmented state of the nth single-process Kalman filtering branch. The corresponding state equation is expressed as
where t blkdiag{ , } n  F F I , and
The measurement equation is given in (3) and rewritten here for convenience, i.e.
( 1)
where
1) Augmented state estimation
Applying the Kalman filtering to models (11) and (12), the augmented state estimation in a single-process Kalman filtering branch is expressed as 
parameter information fusion is implemented as follows
3) Augmented state update In this module, the augmented state of the each single-process Kalman filtering branch is updated by applying the fused parameter estimate. Let 
be the covariance matrix of f n x . The augmented state update is expressed as
P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P (22) Note that the updated parameter estimate and its covariance matrix are equal to that of the fused parameter estimate. In addition, applying the inversion formula of the block matrix [31] , eq. (22) can be equivalently expressed in the form of information matrix, i.e.
The derivation of (23) is detailed in the appendix. Note that only the parameter submatrix of the information matrix changes after the augmented state update. It is consistent with the intuition that only the parameter information is fed back for the update.
III. PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN DECOUPLED KALMAN FILTERING AND ASKF
Let the initial state of the ASKF be
and the corresponding covariance matrix be
where t mn P denotes the cross-covariance matrix between the mth and nth process states. Likewise, let the initial states of the decoupled Kalman filtering be
and the corresponding covariance matrices be
Note that it is natural to set the same initial state and covariance matrix for the ASKF and the decoupled Kalman filtering. To prove the equivalence between the decoupled Kalman filtering and the ASKF, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma: Under the model (1)- (3) and the initialization (24) - (29), if
there is
Proof: We use the inductive proof. According to the condition of the lemma, we obtain that
. Thus, we just need to prove that
For description brevity and without loss of generality, we take the case of 2 processes for the proof. In this case, * ( | ) k k P can be expressed as 
Substituting (30) into (8), 
According to
can be readily verified in 
Applying the inversion formula of the block matrix to (33), we obtain     
P P P P P P U U P P P P P P
  
 U P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P   .
Further substituting (37) into (10), we obtain .
Applying the inversion formula of the block matrix to (39), we obtain 
Expanding (40) , we get .
Eq. (42) is the conclusion of the lemma. In addition, it is easy to verify that the above derivations can be extended to the case of N processes ( 2 N  ). Thus, the lemma is proved. Now we prove the equivalence between the decoupled Kalman filtering and the ASKF. It is expressed as the following theorem.
Theorem: Under the model (1)- (3) and the initialization (24) - (29) , the decoupled Kalman filtering is equivalent to the ASKF with the initial condition
Proof: We also use the inductive proof. According to the initialization (24)- (29) , the initial states and covariance matrices of the decoupled Kalman filtering is the same to that of the ASKF. Thus, we just need to prove that
. According to the one-step prediction equations (7), (8), (13), (14), (17) , and (18), we can obtain that
First, we prove * fb b  P P . Likewise, for description brevity and without loss of generality, we also take the case of 2 processes for the proof. Applying the inversion formula of the block matrix to (38), the submatrix of the parameter part conforms to
P H R H U H R H U H R H U H R H P P P P P P P P H R H U H R H U H R H U H R H (43)
Note that the process indices are decoupled in the terms in (43).
In addition, in the single-process Kalman filtering branch for the process 1 and 2, we can obtain the 
where   
Applying the inversion formula of the block matrix to (44), (45), (48), and (49), we obtain 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   1  1 1
where (46) and (47) have been applied. Substituting (50) and (51) into (43), we obtain (52) with (20), we draw the conclusion
Second, we prove (48) and (49), we obtain
(66) where (54) has been applied.
Likewise, subtracting (63) from (59), we can obtain
Subtracting (62) and (64) from (60), we obtain
(68) Substituting (66) and (67) into (68) and applying (56) and (57), we can obtain (46) and (47) into (69), we
According to (53), it can be readily obtained that
Comparing (70) with (20), we draw the conclusion * fˆ.
 b b
(71) Substituting (71) into (66) and (67) and comparing them with (21), we draw the conclusion
Finally, we prove * ft t n n  P P and
where (40) has been applied.
Eq. (73) can also be expressed as
where (54) and (55) has been applied.
Comparing (74) with (22) and applying (53) (i.e. * b fb  P P ), we draw the conclusion
.
Comparing (77) 
Eq. (53), (71), (72), (75), and (78) give the desired conclusions at 1 k  . In addition, it is easy to verify that the above derivations can also be extended to the case of N processes ( 2 N  ). Thus, the theorem is proved.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In the proof process, note that there is an important feature in the information matrix Another underlying condition to ensure the zero cross-information matrix between processes is the constant parameter model. It is the case for many applications. For the time-varying parameter or dynamical stochastic parameter, there is nonzero cross-information matrix between processes. The lemma would not exactly hold. The decoupled Kalman filtering may become an approximation to the ASKF.
In addition, the theorem and proof in the paper are based on the linear state and measurement models. For the nonlinear models, if extended Kalman filter (EKF) is applied, the equivalence between the two approaches can also be proved.
It is interesting to find that the parameter fusion formulas (19) and (20) are quite similar to the fusion equations of the optimal distributed estimation in [32] . The application scenario of the optimal distributed estimation is that each sensor gets an estimate of the same process state. The problem therein is to fuse these distributed state estimates to get a better state estimate. The problem discussed in this paper is different. The direct difference is that the parameter estimates herein are separated according to processes, not sensors. Moreover, the parameter estimates to be fused are only a part of the augmented state in each single-process Kalman filtering branch. The proof shows that the case discussed in this paper is more complex.
Last but not least, in the decoupled Kalman filtering, only the parameter estimates and covariance matrices are needed to be transferred between the single-process Kalman filtering branch and the parameter information fusion module. Thus, it is easy to implement the decoupled Kalman filtering.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section we present a numerical example in the context of multistatic radars. The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 2 . 2-D space is considered. There are 5 transmitters, 1 receiver, and 3 targets. Each transmitter-receiver (bistatic) pair composes a sensor. All the target trajectories continue 100 s. The data refresh period is 1 s. We enable all the bistatic pairs to detect all the targets to facilitate the execution of the ASKF. The data association is assumed to be known a priori.
In the example, the measurement consists of bistatic range (i.e. the sum of the transmitter-to-target range and target-to-receiver range), bistatic velocity (corresponding to bistatic Doppler frequency), and azimuth. Without loss of generality, only bistatic range measurement biases are inserted into each bistatic pair. The measurement noises of bistatic range, bistatic velocity and azimuth follow the independent and identically distributed (IID) zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 30 m, 1.5 m/s, and 3°, respectively. 100 Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are conducted. In each MC simulation, the bistatic range measurement biases are generated according to zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 300 m and are maintained constant over the 100 s. In the simulation, the Kalman filter in the ASKF and the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering is replaced by the EKF as the measurement is nonlinear with the target state. The initial target states are estimated under the assumption of zero biases. The initial covariance matrix of bistatic range measurement biases is set as identity matrix multiplying (300 m) 
The other metric is the normalized estimation error squared (NEES) [33] . The NEES is used to check whether the estimator is consistent. The NEES of target location estimation is expressed as The RMSEs of the target location estimation and range bias estimation are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. The RMSEs of the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering exactly coincide with that of the ASKF. Specifically, the RMSE of bistatic range bias of the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering at 100 s is about 11.0 m. It is about 1/3 of the bistatic range standard deviation. It indicates that the bias estimation is effective for the bias registration.
The NEES of the location estimation of target 1 is shown in Fig. 5 . The NEES of the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering also exactly coincide with that of the ASKF. The same conclusion can be drawn from the corresponding results of the target 2, target 3, and range bias estimation that are not shown here. Besides, the two-side 95% confidence regions of the NEESs are also marked by bold red lines. Almost all of the NEESs are in their 95% confidence region. It indicates that the estimator is consistent.
In addition, it should be mentioned that the estimation results of the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering are also exactly the same with that of the ASKF when we compare each single MC simulation. Thus, we conclude that the numerical example confirms the equivalence theorem in Section III. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we provide a novel decoupled Kalman filtering for the multi-process state estimation in the presence of unknown parameters. This decoupled Kalman filtering deals with each process separately except that the parameter estimates of all the single-process Kalman filtering branches are fused and then the fused parameter estimate is fed back to each single-process Kalman filtering branch. It can readily handle the case with a dynamic change of the number of processes thanks to the decoupled structure. We prove that the proposed decoupled Kalman filtering is exactly equivalent to the ASKF under a usual initial condition. The numerical example in the context of multistatic radars confirms the equivalence. In future work, further researches under the time-varying or dynamical stochastic parameter model would be a useful extension. The case with unknown parameters in the state equation of the process is also an interesting topic.
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APPENDIX. DERIVATION OF (23) Assume that t n P and b n P are non-singular matrices. We first expand Likewise, applying (82) to (22), we obtain (84), (85), (86), and (87). Comparing (83) with (87), we obtain (23). 
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